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Message from the Chair

T

he term critical point (臨界点) seems

become one of the hottest words in
recent Hong Kong head news. However, PISA as a platform for information security
practitioners, our concern is more on the development
and challenges of the information technology arena.

Recall that the industry had the first critical point at the
beginning of this 21st century? Yes, we all witnessed
the dot-com bubble, the Internet boomed and eventually busted in March of 2000. However, in Chinese, the
word “Crisis” means “danger but having opportunity”.
This was also applicable to the IT industry as companies returned to the basic from the "New Economy"
and started focus to build secure infrastructure as an
essential component of the e-business and internet
trading.

PISA was established in such an unusual moment in
the Hong Kong IT history. In July 2001, a group of
young but experienced IT practitioners came together
trying to build the de facto representative body of local
information security professionals. Regardless of the
already existed international security associations,
PISA quickly became the prominent body of professional information security practitioners.

passion, but also the
industry’s lacking of
best-practices in information
security
control, shortage of
management and general public’s security awareness, etc. and these were
the critical successful factors of PISA. In the early few
years of PISA, it was not too difficult to develop a
topic such as wireless LAN security, BCP, websecurity, etc. However, in recently years, it seems our
pace becoming slower and slower and fewer security
projects have been explored…….not sure if it is the
symptom of reaching a critical point…….

2011 is the 10th year of PISA. I am sure we do not
want it to be our “critical point”. In fact there are still
full of new challenges to the IT industry, smart-phone
security, exposures of Web 2.0/3.0, social engineering,
privacy,….., etc. What we need is to regain our enthusiastic mind and passion to change.

Let’s wait and see if we could change a Critical Point
to a Turning Point (轉捩點).

Why PISA could become unique among the well established professional bodies? It was not only the
members’ expertise, professional knowledge and their
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PRAY

F●R

JAPAN
Our hearts are with the victims who were struck by the unprecedented earthquake and tsunami
hitting the northeastern part of Japan on 11th March 2011. We like to express the condolence to
the deaths and sympathies to their families. We are also very concerned on the worsening
condition of the nuclear plant and leakage of radioactive material impacting the lives of the
planet.
We are impressed by the maturity in the emergency response of the Japanese citizens. All the
efforts were plunged into rescue without reservations. People queue patiently though in the
mess of congested transport and communication. Social order and psychological health were
maintained and the impacts of the disaster was managed to minimal. That proves that people
are educated to be prepared to similar attacks via periodical drills and awareness education.
This is a good lesson for us.
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Security 2.0 and the Next Ten Years
for HKCERT
Charles Mok

PISA

Ex-Chairperson of Hong Kong ISP Association

H

appy Birthday, HKCERT! Time certainly flies when it comes to the Internet, but it was almost
just like yesterday, looking back at how the Internet community in Hong Kong lobbied for the
formation of our own CERT (computer emergency response team) in the earlier years of the
Internet in Hong Kong.

Birth of HKCERT
Back in the last millennium, Internet service providers in
Hong Kong, organized under the Hong Kong Internet Service Providers Association (HKISPA), has spent a few years
lobbying hard to the Government for funding support to
create a CERT in Hong Kong, fully realizing that we were
among the last economy in Asia to have one. First, we were
told that the CERT should not be run by commercial and
competing ISPs. Fine, we ISPs went looking for academic
collaboration, and we were told that would be too academic.
We squandered a couple of years wondering what the Government really wanted to do, while viruses of the day ran
rampant in Hong Kong, causing havoc on their ways.

Finally, the Hong Kong Productivity Council (HKPC)
stepped up and made its proposal to the Government to
operate the CERT, supported by the HKISPA and others,
and the Internet community in Hong Kong would be eternally thankful for HKPC’s stepping up to the plate. Over the
years, through various funding droughts and uncertainties,
HKCERT under HKPC has continued to provide exemplary
services to our industry and the public. That was the last ten
years, and Hong Kong was truly lucky not to have encountered any truly devastating security incident or disruptive
episode for our Internet.

Changing Needs
But times have been a-changing. Gone were the days of
looking after firewalls and watching out for viruses that
simply went about deleting your files from your PCs. Today, malwares are not only more powerful but they are more
malicious, penetrating firewalls and bypassing detection by
security software, and hiding under the skins of our computers, quietly hijacking our resources to cause more damages elsewhere on the net. Greater reliance on search engines, social networks and online financial transactions has
made our daily lives and businesses much more susceptible
to losses of all kinds, not the least of which involving our
personal data privacy.
Such new development of Security 2.0 certainly calls for a
new thinking in response – the CERT 2.0.

Source: www.hkcert.org
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From passive to proactive – More and more CERTs around
the world are funded to proactively provide services to clean
up malware buried stealthily inside servers and computers in
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order to prevent them from bringing down a country’s network, rather than passively waiting for the victims to call for
advice.
From response to research – Instead of passively making
responses to threats, CERTs are funded to work closely with
researchers to investigate local patterns of threats, and
bridging the latest research findings with ISPs, web hosting
companies and domain name registries in the frontline.

We need HKCERT 2.0
For many years, I have been urging the Government to do
what many others have done, that is, to conduct proactive
network monitoring to collect intelligence, to find out any

13

emerging patterns of security threats, rather than waiting to
respond when it has already happened. However, the Government seems content to only adopt such proactive approach during “major events,” such as the Olympics or East
Asian Games. It is as if the perpetuators only do bad things
when there is a big thing going on. Of course, this mentality
is grossly inadequate by any measure.

A minimalist HKCERT is no longer sufficient for Asia’s
World City, and the region’s Internet hub, as we position
ourselves to be. HKCERT 2.0 must be funded and governed
in a sustainable manner to conduct more research and testing
and proactive network monitoring for new trends of threats,
as well as providing active advice and guidelines to the
industry and the public. More efforts must also be placed on
education and public awareness, covering not only how to
counter attacks, but to prevent leakages of data from the
inside out.

I congratulate HKCERT and HKPC for a great ten years
with excellent performance for Hong Kong under limited
resources. I look forward to its continued contribution to
Hong Kong and the IT sector in the next ten years and more!

Charles Mok ■
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Developing Privacy Law
Allan Dyer CISSP

PISA

Chief Consultant, Yui Kee Computing Ltd.

T

he Review of the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance addressed the question of some of the deficiencies of the current law, but it failed to look at wider questions about how we use information,
and failed to keep up with current trends. This is about the complex relationships between Copyright, Privacy, Obscenity and Free Speech. The Information Age has changed things in ways we do not yet fully
understand, and our laws on all of these cannot cope.

I am not saying that we should demand immediate laws
controlling the latest internet concern, and the next concern, and the next, until we have a complex tangle of unintelligible restrictions. Quite the opposite, we need to step
back and look at the wider picture, without compartimentalisation into "privacy", "copyright" and so on.

Privacy and Copyright
For example, how do developments in photography affect
individual rights? The Edison Chen case raised this for
intimate pictures of celebrities, but the situation has
changed already. Current cameras can do facial recognition
and tag photos automatically, or facial recognition may be
applied by social networks, or third parties scraping photos
from multiple sites. Should the subject of a photo have
control of how it is used? In what circumstances? Under
our current legislation, there is no protection for the subject
of the pictures. The photographer has copyright, but is
copyright appropriate? Copyright is a contract between the
creator of an artistic work and Society: the creator gets
time-limited rights to make money, and Society gets the
work in the long run, but many pictures are not intended to
be published.
My thought is that the Data Protection Principles fit this
case very well. Take a look at Principle 3 - personal data
should be used for the purposes for which they were collected or a directly related purpose, so distributing to
strangers on the internet is forbidden, unless the subject
gives permission. That matches how I would like the law to
protect this type of information. The problem, however, is
enforcement. All the Privacy Commissioner can do at the
moment is to issue an "enforcement notice", then, if the
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offence is repeated, the offender can be prosecuted. Why
do you need to leak private information TWICE – once it is
leaked it stays leaked.

Punishment
Once a leak has happened, the damage is done. Therefore
there must be a deterrent punishment. What surprises me is
that, in the case of the Octopus Rewards Program, the
Commissioner has even shied away from issuing an enforcement notice. In that case, the information was sold to
third parties for millions of dollars, yet apparently it was
not likely that a contravention would continue.
Of course, facial recognition is not perfect, so who takes
responsibility for the accuracy? How would you feel if you
could not get a job because a recruitment company you've
never heard of had scraped an image off someone's social
network page and wrongly tagged a face as you in a photo
of a drunken brawl? Data Protection Principle 6 (subjects
have rights of access to and correction of their personal
data) should apply, but what should the mechanism be?
Social networks are also addressing some of these concerns, mainly in response to their outraged users, but the
complexity of the controls and the frequent changes are
really adding to the confusion. There is also a clear conflict
of interest: social network sites are generally free to the
users, because, as others have ably summarised it, you are
their product. The sites are collecting their user's information and selling it, most obviously as a means to target
advertising, so they are not well-placed to lead a debate on
how such information should be protected.
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Economics
So now we come to economics: information can be worth
money. Do you realise how much valuable information
about your family's shopping habits you are giving out
when you use a supermarket loyalty card? Of course, it is a
trade, I get 0.2% discount, they get to know more about
how I shop than I know. Hong Kong is known for its free
market economy, but, any economist will tell you, markets
are efficient when buyers and sellers have the same level of
information. If I was a supermarket, I
would be planning to put RFID chips
in the loyalty cards, and update the
prices as you approach the shelves.
It is not just supermarket economics.
I predict a crisis in the health insurance market. All insurance is based
in ignorance: neither the insurer nor
the insured knows what is going to
happen, so the insurer sets the premium according to the probabilities. Too much knowledge
destroys that, and medical science and information technology are providing that knowledge. Already, genetic factors
involved in many diseases are known, and more are being
discovered and DNA sequencing is becoming cheaper.
Will we be required to provide a genetic sample when we
apply for health insurance, and some people get very low
premiums (they are not at risk), and others get unaffordable
premiums? DNA is personal information, how much more
personal can you get? Do we want privacy laws that prevent insurers demanding a sample? What if an insurer takes
your enquiry form and carefully processes it to recover
DNA from the sweat left by your fingers? This clearly falls
under Data Protection Principle 1 (provides for the lawful
and fair collection of personal data and sets out the information a data user must give to a data subject when collecting personal data from that subject), but could such a case
be prosecuted under the current law?

"sensitive" data should be given greater protection. I don't
think you can divide data by sensitivity. It depends on how
the data is used. I constantly shed DNA, as dead skin cells,
without worrying, until someone uses my DNA to decide
my health insurance premium. I do not find my HK ID card
number to be embarrassing, I hold birthday parties, and
even tell people my mother's maiden name. These are not
items of information that need to be kept secret. Until, of
course, some idiot who knows nothing about security decides that they can be used to authenticate my identity for
something, like activation of my credit
card or access to my phone records.
I would like to see this mis-use of
personal data as supposedly "secret"
authentication tokens stamped out.
The practice always was insecure, but
we have increasing repositories of
shared personal information that can
be searched by strangers – social networks again. A friend posts a remark
about how much fun their had at your birthday party, and
suddenly a criminal has the last piece of information they
need to mis-use your credit card.

Holistic View
I have mentioned social networks several times, but this is
mainly because they have become very popular in the last
few years, and greatly enhanced the dissemination of some
types of information. However, right from the time one ape
watched a second ape give a piece of fruit to a third ape
and gesticulated about it, people have gossiped. Over the
years, the boundary between what Society considers private information and public information and how we
should trade a profit from information has changed in response to changing IT. We need a review that takes a holistic view of how laws should control the Information Society we are building.

Sensitive Data?
One of the things the consultation asked was whether
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Max, Law Sai Cheong
Richard, Tsai Ping Hang
Henry, Cheung Ho San
Sunny, Tai Kwong Yee

N

owadays, Internet become part of our life, especially for young people and students, we use
Social Network Service (SNS) like the Facebook, Twitter etc. to help keep contact with each
others, we use wireless network to access the Web, and we also use different applications and
add-ons in SNS. At the time we are enjoying the convenience that the Internet brings to us, most of us have
overlooked many privacy and security issues. In this article, we will talk about some of these security and privacy concerns.

3rd party add-ons and application
personal information will go, may be for sale,
or illegal use.
The news has also mentioned that Facebook
are not responsible for the risk and because of
the developers of the games are from other
countries, it is difficult to investigate. That
means our information is nearly unprotected.
In fact, this is not the only news regarding 3rd
party add-ons collecting our information and
there are examples that 3rd party add-ons or
application contains malware.

There was news in Hong Kong Economic Times
said:“Although we set our privacy level to the highest, our
private information including our friends list, their birthday,
etc. can still be accessible and can be collected if we have
installed some Facebook game.”
From the news we can see that our personal information on
web are not as safe as we believe before, people can get our
information easily. And worse, we may not know where our
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In order to protect ourselves, apart from setting a high privacy level, we can also do the
following things:
1) Avoid exposing too much personal information on the
Internet.
2) Do not use any 3rd party add-ons if possible.
3) Read and understand the Terms of Service and Privacy
Policy before using the 3rd party apps or games.
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Leaking personal privacy data
Not just games and Add-Ons in SNS, Geo-social networking service is another concerns that the functions is safe or
not. A Geo-social network service allow uses to ‘check-in’
from a mobile device that supports GPS function. As this
function become more and more popular and most of the
users are young people. But how many of them notice that
their information had been leak already?

13

Another service like Google Latitude, provides the similar
function. Users can still find where your friends are. Not like
the Check-ins functions on Facebook, users cannot tag
friends. (see Fig 2.3)
As the users
founds that the
Geo-social networking service is
cool, we found
that they maybe
some
security
issues when using
these kind of
services. Here are
some questions
that people may
not think about it.
1. How would the
boss think if you
always ‘checkin’?

Fig 2.1 - FB Check-Ins functions can access user’s location.

Like Facebook, as they introduced the check-in features last
year in US, if users have set their privacy control to
‘Everyone’, other Facebook users will know that them and
their friends are in specific location at the current time.

Fig 2.2 - The Check-Ins functions allow users to tag their friends
anytime.

2. Would the theft
know you are not
at home?

Fig 2.3 - Google Latitude seems to be
more secure than FB

3. Do you want your friends always tagged you wherever
you are?
4. Do you want others to track where you go all the time?
It seems to be fun by using the Geo-social networking service. But if users use the default setting instead of customizing the privacy level setting, it is same as keep telling
others where you are. Not just you, your friend’s location
can also be exposed!
In order to lower the risk of expose your current location,
here are some solutions we suggested.
1. Only turn on your GPS when you use.
2. Set a list of people you wish to share only.
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3. Disable the ‘Friends can check me in to Places’ function
to prevent others tagged you.
4. Using a Fake GPS apps to customize your location.

Insecure public network
Okay, you are in Starbucks, having a cup of coffee, and
chatting with your friends, you want to share this wonderful moment to all your friends on Facebook, you take out
your smart phone, connect to Y5ZONE with your student
account, and login to your Facebook account. It seems so
“Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious” and have nothing to
care for, but “Don’t Forget me!” said by a sheep on fire ―
Firesheep. Firesheep is a FireFox add-ones which can sniff
network packets in a open WIFI network and it is easy-touse.
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It is all known that cookie will be generated when you are
trying to login to a website, the cookie created in the login
process let you keep login” to your account for a while. In
fact, some website (such as Facebook and Twitter) only
encrypt the login process, the cookies created during the
login process are not encrypted, although they support
encrypt whole login process (include encrypting the
cookie). This means, when you login your SNS account
with public WIFI, Firesheep users are able to sniff and use
the unencrypted cookie to login your SNS account.
So, is there any method to prevent Firesheep? Of course,
the most easy way to prevent Firesheep, you can download

and install a Mozilla FireFox add-on called HTTPSEverywhere, this add-on ensures the encryption of whole
login connection to certain website.

Conclusion
To conclude, Internet is no more than a public area, we should
not expose our sensitive information to the Internet, we should
understand our rights and interests, we should protect ourselves.
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Hong Kong WiFi Security Survey
— The 10th Year in 2011!
WiFi Security Study Group, PISA

W

itnessing the improving public awareness & adoption of better encryption technologies, PISA &
WTIA have conducted 9 annual WiFi security surveys in Hong Kong since 2002. Year 2011 is the
10th year! Heartful thanks should be given to the continuous support from PISA members. Many of them had
contributed to the WiFi Security Study Group in data collection, result analysis and in acting as helpers/speakers
in events to promote public awareness in past years.

War-Tramming 2010

War-sailing 2010

War-driving in Macau 2010
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SeHong Kong WiFi Security Survey
— The 10th Year in 2011!

Involvements in 2010

Result of the 2010 Survey

With the support of government funding from the
SafeWiFi.hk project applied through our partner WTIA, in
2010, a war-sailing event was organized to promote public
awareness to students in secondary schools & tertiary institutions and another pubic seminar to the public. Also, we
conducted a war-tramming as a baseline to benchmark past
figures, a small survey in some housing estates (public/
private/home-ownership-scheme) and also participated in
war-driving in Macau with our Macau partners.

The result of the 2010 Survey was promising. Not only did
we see the continuous better adoption of encryption (86%
in 2010), we also saw the adoption of a better encryption
technology. It was the first time we found that the more
secure encryption technology of WPA/WPA2 (53% in
2010) superseded the nowadays unsecure WEP technology
(34% in 2010).
Within the choice of WPA/WPA2, we also found a grow-
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ing adoption of the more secure AES mode (25%
in 2010) versus the less secure TKIP mode (28%
in 2010).
With better adoption of security settings &
awareness, the Hong Kong WiFi Security Index
(see sidebar) was among the highest over past
years (it was 62 in 2010 — the index is of a
value within 0 to 100) .
We believe that the continuous improving situation was due to better public awareness of wireless security as well as the continuous replacement of older wireless LAN routers by newer
ones that mostly have a default better encryption
settings.

The 10th year in 2011
We will continue the WiFi security survey in the last quarter of this
year and hopefully we can see a better results for 2011! Your participation is welcome and needed!

Hong Kong WiFi Security Index Calculation
2002 Weig 2003 Weig 2004 Weig 2005 Weig 2006 Weig 2007 Weig 2008 Weig 2009 Weig
(%)
ht (%) ht (%) ht (%) ht (%) ht (%) ht (%) ht (%) ht
Public
Encryption Applied
Awareness
Best Practice Non default SSID*
Technology
Merit
WEP
WPA or WPA2
WPA/WPA2-TKIP
WPA/WPA2-AES
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(%)

23

20%

30

20%

39

20%

54

20%

63

20%

72

20%

78

20%

85

20%

86

49

20%

57

20%

54

20%

57

20%

56

20%

70

20%

80

20%

88

20%

86

60%
23

L3

60%
30

100%
香港無線網絡安全 HK WiFi Security
Index**
指數

2010

23

L4

60%
39

100%
26

L4

60%
54

100%
30

L5

60%
50
13

100%
32

L5
L1

60%
52
20

100%
41

L5
L1

60%
45

L6

34

L6

29
5

L2
L1

33
7

L4
L1

28
25

L4
L1

100%
56

**The PISA and WTIA "Hong Kong WiFi Security Index" was calculated based on the
tram way war-driving statistics

Score

L1

100

No vulnerability found in the technology

L2

80

Found a vulnerability in theory (concept)

L3

60

A proof of concept verified the vulnerability exploitable

L4

50

Exploit is found conducted by skilful personnel but
source code not widely distributed

L5

30

Source code of exploit is published to public

L6

20

L7

0

20%
60%

L5

*Non default SSID m eans the SSID is configured as non-factory-default, nonhotspot or hidden

Criticality of
vulnerability

20%

43

100%
50

60%

Weig
ht

Description

Handy tool is available for script kiddies to use
No encryption
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2011 WiFi 危機解密研討會
郭榮興先生 CISSP

2

活動項目委員

011 零年 3 月 5 日，由電訊管理局贊助，無線科技商會和專業資訊保安協會合辦的「2011 WiFi 危機
解密研討會」在理工大學 N003 演講廳解行，共有 200 多人參加。研討會的目的是向市民推廣 WiFi

保安意識，並公佈 「2010 年無線網絡保安普查」的結果。

圖一：講者與工作人員會後合照

大會邀請了電訊管理局助理總監(支援)林龍先生

為亞州區的電訊樞紐，良好網絡基建的背後亦須要

致開幕演辭。林先生高度讚賞無線科技商會和專業

有穩健的網絡保安配套作支援。

資訊保安協會共同創立「香港無線網絡安全指數」。
這個指數是利用每年無線網絡保安普查的結果，計
算出一個簡單而又容易明白的指標，令業界和用家
理解到整體香港無線網絡的安全程度，該指標還能
給我們提示改進的方向。電訊管理局希望兩家機構
能將「香港無線安全指數」這概念和實施方式，推
薦給外國的保安和無線技術組織，這可再一次證明
香港資訊保安界的技術水平和前瞻性。畢竟香港作
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「2010 年無線網絡保安普查」的結果帶給我們很
大的驚喜，
「香港無線網絡安全指數」已由 2009 年
的 52 點提升至 2010 年的 62 點，主要原因是更多市
民使用較安全的 WPA 接入點，而高速 802.11n 接
入點的價格持續下跌，亦令市民加快更換舊有的
WEP 接入點。
到了問答環節，由於我是唯一的政府部門的代表，
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大會司儀邀請我上台解答有關「香港政府 WiFi 通」

既然知道自己使用無加密的無線網絡，一定會提高

的問題。有位參加者指出他登記了一家財經網站作

驚覺，減少瀏覧涉及私隱的網站，政府在這方面已

股票買賣，但使用「香港政府 WiFi 通」無法進行

加以配合，做了大量的宣傳工作。

交易。我回答問題關鍵是「香港政府 WiFi 通」只容
許瀏覧一般網站及加密網站，開放的通訊埠只有
80 及 443，假若某些財經站須要利用外掛程式啟動
其它通訊埠，政府 WiFi 服務當然會堵截。另一個典
型的實例就是現時 iPhone 和 Android 智能手機用
户在政府場地進行 WiFi 上網時，他們都不能下載
應用程式 (Apps)。另一條有趣的問題是為甚麽「香
港政府 WiFi 通」使用兩組網絡，一組有 WPA 形式
加密而另一組則是沒有加密的。其實現時還有很多
手提電腦用户仍使用只支援 WEP 制式的無線網絡

在問答環節時，其中一位嘉賓指出，不論「香港無
線網絡安全指數」提升多少，這類推廣 WiFi 安全
意識的研討會每年都要繼續舉行。過往 WiFi 用户
主要是年青人和上班一族，但隨着智能電話的普
及，現在連學生和家庭主婦都使用 WiFi，這批新用
户未必能理解無線網絡保安的重要性及有關的基
本設定。我很同意這位嘉賓的見解，希望明年的
WiFi 安全研討會能使用更大的場地，讓更多公眾
人士參與。

咭，這些用户是不能使用 WPA 的網絡。若設立

郭榮興 ■

WEP 網絡，基於 WEP 制式太多漏洞，一定被業界
及市民批評，倒不如設立一個無加密的網絡，用户
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ajority of Hong Kong Enterprises are small and medium enterprises (SME) which are defined as
manufacturing enterprises with fewer than 100 employees and non-manufacturing enterprises
with fewer than 50 employees. They are usually cost sensitive, especially in IT spending. They may not have
dedicated IT personnel to help them to plan for some critical IT issues, such as off-site backup and disaster recovery planning. Even for some SMEs which have one or two IT employees, they still have not much money for
spending on critical IT issues.

Off-site backup is one of the IT issues that SMEs would be
ignored. Off-site backup is critical for all enterprises in
business continuity. Data could be restored even offices or
server rooms are destroyed by fire. There are some reasons
for why SMEs would ignore off-site backup. Many of them
do not have multiple offices. So they cannot ship the backup
data to other managed location. There are some services for
collecting backup data and storing them in secure third party
locations in the market but usually SMEs could not afford it.

charges 0.093 USD per GB per month and 0.1 USD per GB
in file transfer. It also provides 4 different data centers in
different locations for file storage. Assume there are 10GB
data files to be stored in Amazon S3 daily and 3 copies are
stored, the monthly change is as the following.

Disaster recovery planning (DRP) is another critical issue
ignored by most SMEs. DRP usually involves investment on
redundancy equipments and remote location. It usually costs
quite a lot so that most SMEs are not willing to pay for it.
The business continuity becomes a big issue when IT disasters strike.

= 32.79 USD

With cloud computing, off-site backup and remote disaster
recovery could be cost-effectively implemented for SMEs.
Benefits of cloud computing can be summarized to cost
saving. On-demand self-service property and rapid elasticity
property in cloud computing make customers need not
purchase redundant equipments. Customers can have better
protection with little money when use wisely.
For off-site backup, cloud computing could be a cheap and
automatic solution. Amazon Simple Storage Service
(Amazon S3) is a good example. Amazon S3 is a cloud
storage service. Customers can treat it as an unlimited storage pool for storing data. The file size limit is 5T which is
more than enough for SMEs and there is no limit on number
of file stored. The price for storage is cheap. Amazon
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Monthly total
= Charge for storage + charge for file transfer
= 0.093 * 10 * 3 + 0.1 * 10 * 30
= 255.76 HKD
5Mbps broadband is common in Hong Kong for SMEs.
10GB data could be transfer in 5 hours by using 5Mbps
broadband. It is good for file transfer at night without affecting business operation. So with HKD 255.76 monthly,
10GB data can be stored off-site. It should be an affordable
price for SME to do off-site backup.
Some people may concern about data leakage problem
when storing files in third party storage. It could be easily
solved by data encryption. All data could be encrypted with
a strong encryption algorithm, e.g. 256-bit AES encryption,
and a strong key before transferring them to third party
storage. Then there is no data leakage concern. Some people
may also concern time spending on file uploading. Amazon
provides some application programming interface (API) for
data upload automation. With the simple API, files could be
uploaded to Amazon S3 automatically by a daily scheduled
job. Data file backup, data encryption and data uploading
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could be done by a script automatically. So there is no
manual intervention. In the above example, 3 copies of data
files could be stored in 3 different Amazon data centers. e.g.
data could be stored in Singapore data center on Monday
and Thursday, in US data center on Tuesday and Friday, in
Ireland data center on Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday.
The arrangement could reduce the risk of backup data unavailability due to data center failure.
For disaster recovery of IT systems, cloud computing could
be an effective and cheap
tool for SMEs. Amazon
provides Amazon Elastic
Compute Cloud (Amazon
EC2) service which allows customers to run
virtual machines in it.
Customers could build
their mission critical systems in Amazon provided
virtual machines which
support Windows and
Linux in Intel platform.
The service is on-demand
based. It only charges
when the VMs are turned
on. There is no need for
customers to buy physical
servers and maintain them
for disaster recovery of IT
systems. So customers
could save money. Assume there are 5 mission
critical systems to be
prepared and each system
has 30G storage. The VMs
could be stored in Amazon
Elastic Block Store (EBS)
which provides persistent
storage. Amazon charges
0.1 USD per GB per month. The total charge per month for
storing custom VMs is 117 HKD. When a disaster strikes,
all VMs could be turned on and related services are moved
to the VMs. Assume all VMs run in Amazon large instance
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which provides 7.5G memory, 2 virtual cores (4 EC2 computing units), 850G instance storage, and in 64-bit platform.
Amazon charges 0.48 USD per hour for windows instance.
The total charge for running all VMs in 3 days is 1347.8
HKD. Within these 3 days, customers can prepare physical
system recovery without service interruption. Amazon
provides simple API to turn on and turn off VMs remotely.
It is possible for customers to build a script to automate
turning on VMs and restoring data from Amazon S3 to
running VMs so that the service resumption in Amazon EC2
could be done within very
short time. It also eases the
backup restoration test and
disaster recovery drill test.
It avoids scheduled down
time of production systems.
When running production
systems in a public cloud,
some people may concern
about security, e.g. hacking or data leakage. To
mitigate the risk, all VMs
running in public cloud
could be protected by host
firewall and packet filter
provided by Amazon.
Only certain authorized IP
addresses could connect to
the VMs. If the source IP
addresses are dynamic, a
VPN server could be built
in one of the VMs. Users
have to login the VPN
servers before connecting
to the systems running in
VMs. The VMs stored in
the public cloud should be
patched regularly and a
strong password policy should be deployed to the systems
running in the VMs. So that the vulnerabilities could be
properly managed and hacking activities could be stopped.
To prevent data leakage, backup and encrypt data to Ama-
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Cloud Computing: SME’s cost-effective off-site backup store
and DR platform

Summary of expense for a SME in the example
Daily backup in
Amazon
/GB
10

Number
of copies
kept in
Amazon
S3
3

Monthly Charge
for backup storage/HKD

Number of
Standby VMs
stored in
Amazon EBS

256

5

Size of each
VM/GB

30

Monthly Charge
for VM storage/
HKD
117

Total monthly
charge/HKD

373

Expense for a SME in a disaster recovery in the example
VM configuration
7.5G Memory,
2 virtual cores,
64 bit

Hourly rate/
USD
0.48

Running time
during DR/
day
3

Number of
VM running
during a DR
5

zon S3 and then delete data in the VMs, overwrite empty
disk space in VMs before shutting down the systems. So
after shutting down the machine, no data will be stored in
the VM image and it prevents data leakage.
From the summary of expense in the example, it is easy to
see cloud computing can provide a cost-effective way for
SMEs to have off-site backup and disaster recovery. So the
risk of data lost and business lost during a disaster will be
greatly mitigated. Security is a never-stop process. SMEs
should still need to regularly review the applicability of data
being backed up to make sure only the critical information is
backed up without waste of resource. Recovery Point Objective (RPO) should be agreed and reviewed regularly to
make sure backup data is good enough for restoration.
Copyright &
Disclaimer

Copyright owned by the
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Charge for running VM during
DR/HKD
1348

Data Transfer
charge/HKD
< 150 ( for
190G data
transfer)

Total charge
during a DR/
HKD
< 1500

Recovery Time Objective (RTO) should be well tested and
regularly reviewed to make sure the time for service interruption is tolerable by business users. Amazon cloud service
is only an example. SMEs should review the service level of
different cloud service providers to choose the best provider
to suit their business.
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stonia 2007 and Georgia 2008 incidents sparkled an rising concern in both Europe Council and Interpol
on the vulnerabilities, integrity and sustainability of any government totally relying on computers and
network, especially, opening up the whole national information assets to Internet. This paper takes a discovery
journey from the allegation against China Telecom Internet traffic hijacked in April 2010, which later revoked
by Investigation Committee in US Congress, to sparkle the gradual adoption of METHONTOLOGY, a special
format of Ontology, in North American Internet traffic surveillance and XMPP real time communication in
NATO, to counteract major weaknesses in Global Internet structure, says BGP Leaking. This distillation of auto
ontology exchange evolves shared attack dimensions for ongoing cyber warfare incidents. This paper attempts to
shrine the rising role of semantic technology in Cyber Security cradle.

I. Cyber Crime Contemporary situation
The final down counting of Global Internet infrastructure
towards IPv6 actually has three empirical challenges to
those financial-oriented internet hackers, and organized
cyber criminals:
●

●

●
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The absence of network address translation (NAT)
construction in IPv6 mandates hackers to integrate
more intra data packet exploits to facilitate the initiation of respective malicious software payload. In the
good old days of IPv4, malicious payload can be hidden through the use of NAT.
Mobile radio networks, like LTE and HSPA, are replacing landline data and voice networks remarkable in
Nordic regions, and British Isles such that any cyber
information warfare, or cyber storms can be launched
through handheld devices, such iPhone4, and other
Android-based mobile devices. Aggregately, some
YouTube training kits are highly available to knowledge transfer jailbreak skills converting the mobile data
networks into a team of hand-launchable “cybermissiles”.
Stuxnet outbreak in 2010 marks a new era in offline
BOTNET control to shake up Law Enforcement in their
Incident Response (IR) arrangement not solely on connected networks, but a total rethinking on data in mo-

tion through mobile storage. Apparently, cyber criminals can hijack some intelligent buildings in prominent
cities to demand huge ransom from states’ government.
Even more scarily, high speed trains system in Europe
and Asia could be a national cyber attack targets similar
to the proven case in Stuxnet. This rocks the stability of
many developed countries, as stories pictured in famous 007 James Bond movie “Royale Casino”.
Long Tail Effect is generated in the rising of Amazon web
presence [2] to describe the targeting of all individual consumers’ needs. This effect starts to emerge in cyber criminals as the core objective is to get financial rewards. Due to
the absence of boundary in Cyber Space, and the participation of individuals around the clock, a new way of track
taxonomy should be in place to cater this phenomenon of
self-organization in Cyber Defense.

II. First Attempt on Cyber Defence
Ontology
Security Asset Vulnerability Ontology (SAVO)[1] is considered to be the main stream with the following features
supported:
1. ability to specify security information for different
types of resources and environments;
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2. reusability and extensibility; and

●

3. mapping between high-level and low-level security
requirements and capabilities.
It is a high level security ontology depicting information
security in a simplified manner for non-security professionals, but striving on industry expertise and knowledge of
information security. Nonetheless, here are security jargon
elaboration crucial for better understanding of Figure 1:
●

●

Threat (the class ‘Threat’) refers to any occurrence that
may cause any unwanted outcome for a company. A
threat agent (the class ‘ThreatAgent’) uses a threat to
exploit vulnerability, while vulnerability (the class
‘Vulnerability’) is the absence or the weakness of defense;
Risk (the class ‘Risk’) is the possibility for a threat
agent exploiting vulnerability to damage an asset
whereas exposure (the class ‘Exposure’) reveals the
possibility that vulnerability will be exploited by a
threat agent.

●

●

A safeguard (the class ‘Defence’) is utilised to resist
attacks (the class ‘Attack’) using security techniques
(the class ‘SecurityFunction’) and mechanisms (the
class ‘SecurityAlgorithmStandard’).
An ‘asset’ refers to anything within any environment
needing protection, i.e. data (the class ‘Data’), software
(the class‘Software’), accounts (the class ‘Account’),
resources (the class ‘Resource’), etc. Then, the class
‘Asset’ can be subdivided into ‘ClientData’ and
‘SystemData’ (i.e client and system data); ‘Component’
and ‘Service’ (i.e. software implementation) while such
subclasses as ‘CPU’, ‘Memory’ and ‘Storage’ encompass available resources; ‘ClientAccount’ and
‘SystemAccount’ are from the class ‘Account’.
Further, any asset may contain vulnerability which is
explored with other vulnerabilities. The class
‘Vulnerability’ has three attributes, i.e. vulnerability
name (the class ‘VulnName’), an attribute (the class
‘VulnAttribute’) and associated values (the class
‘VulnValue’). Then, a patch (the class ‘Patch’) removes
vulnerability by a supplier (the class ‘Supplier’).
A threat agent may
use a threat to attack
(the class ‘Attack’) to
penetrate the asset. The
attack can be peer-topeer (the class ‘Peer’)
●

In Figure 1, a casual
looping diagram is
drawn to connected all
identified key security
taxonomy class and subclasses showing the
inter-dependency as
well.
Security Attack OntolFigure. 1 Security Asset Vulnerability Ontology. (SAVO)
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Figure-2
Cyber Security Ontology Map.

ogy, like Cross Site scripting , Security Defense Ontology,
like Intrusion Detections, and Defensive Components, like
firewalls, can be inserted into common vocabulary to expand the Cyber Defense Ontology. Acting on this baseline,
a cyber security ontology [3] is built above.
In principle, a highly de-coupling of data-asset classification [5] is depicted, with a common grouping of cyber attack behaviors for forensics study to facilitate ongoing
attack pre-emption. Key international cyber defense organizations adopt an self-organizing software agent driven
common vocabulary development, which is not able to be
handled manually. From an architecture stand point, some
key strengths are noted to promote an agile technical implementations to cater for dynamic situation in cyber crime
space:
●

●

●
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A conceptual information model comprised of a
loosely-coupled federation of modular ontology that
form the structural and semantic framework of an information domain;
Ability to relate upper ontology to middle and domain
level extensions;
Extremely flexible to scale up and out when applying to

large, dynamic, complex domains such as cybersecurity in timely manner.
In the cyber security ontology, there is an underlying belief
to assume Internet Infrastructure run without any issue. In
reality, one biggest issue surfaces frequently these days is
BGP Leaking [9]. Certain global internet infrastructure
ontology item must be captured to ensure a full picture to
run the Figure-2 Cyber Security Ontology Map.

III. Ontology “CONFICKER” Intelligence Exchange
CONFICKER [6] is a dreadful computer malicious software dispatched by organized cyber criminals to compromise any vulnerable Microsoft Windows workstations
since 2009. Some attempt is done to create an ontology
model on its attack behavior to give the following schema:
Above ontology schema fairly contain all key evolution
and proliferation of all variants in CONFICKER discovered so far that major cyber defense organizations communicating in the auto semantic exchange.
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Figure 3. CONFICKER Conceptual Schema

In reality, cyber attack occurs when a new piece of software product installed and exposed to internet. Taking the
example of CONFICKER, there were many “pilot” versions throwing out to test against major tertiary institutions
to trial out the ease of windows workstation exploitation
and contamination.
Long tail approach is observed as a common practice in
those cyber criminals to do victim search. Therefore, cyber
security ontology should have a kind of machine-based
intellectual mind to continuously refresh ontology metadata
to ensure new attack matched.
According to NATO and some research institutes attached
to US Congress, many international internet services providers (ISP), are forming cyber forensics alliance to surveillance their covered internet area for any attack-type
scanning actions.
CONFICKER is a kind of organized computer crime to run
a robotic network, or BOTNET, to either sub-lease for
malicious commercial actions, like halting websites for
revenges, or stealing passwords for cash embezzlement, or
supporting any kind of black market’s money laundry,
which could foster a fundamental damage to global financial market.
A global effort is being done to mould out new malicious
software, like CONFICKER, in order to frame out new
taxonomy in a light-speed mechanical way so as to catch
those cyber criminals once launching Internet attacks.
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IV. Auto Taxonomy for Digital Fingerprint Exchange

Meth ontology is a promising land for ever changing cyber
security & forensic ontology to work in a selforganizational, structural manner. Ontology is about classification of information components in a specification format. Cyber Space security taxonomy keeps on refreshing
such that is it quite impossible to anticipate any new or
merged information categories. In a holistic framework [4]
for electronic government, a taxonomy life cycle approach
is developed to cater for ever mutating taxonomy. The
principle is using a semantic web analyzer to scan unclassified items using unstructured text-mining technique. Proximity score clusters new unclassified items to 95% fit taxonomy, or to extend the sub-taxonomy class. Then auto
adjustment appears in ontology for cyber security.
Location based ontology system needs to communicate
with other countries’ cyber defense centre, and so XMPP is
adopted at NATO [7] for real time cyber attack exchange.
The Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP)
is an open technology for real-time communication, which
powers a wide range of applications including instant messaging, presence, multi-party chat, voice and video calls,
collaboration, lightweight middleware, content syndication,
and generalized routing of XML data. This new technology
supports routing of captured attack data in real time man-
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ners for data stream, voice & video, and instant message. It
connects any hardware server system loggings to another
machine’s requests, or human interaction.
Another question is how the meta data working with ontology auto-adjustment routines. One insightful method is
performed in [8] to exploit all known ontology on the
World Wide Web to consolidate some template ontology
for meta data development. Here are some procedures for
references:
Firstly, domain specific existing ontology in familiar Web
are analyzed. This is necessary because these ontology later
constitute the design material’s key terms of references.
Unless those obtained
ontology are over abundant in variety and in
quantity to all referring
tedious, a bare minimum
benchmarking is needed.
Secondly, process problems in metadata design
process must be clarified
to remove ambiguity. In
particular, information
needs that arise within a
restricted setting, which
prohibits any designer
from referring to existing
ontology, has to check out
thoroughly to highlight
what information support
to make it useful. Thirdly,
based on the understanding
obtained from first and
second, a step by step
metadata design process
which incorporates existing ontology as design
material should be presented and executive in a
holistic manner to give a
detailed design flow. This
will definitely addresses specific design difficulties.
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An additional step should be included in auto taxonomy on
those potential infrastructure wreck, in particular BGP
Leak. [8]. This could evade unnecessary misunderstanding
in internet hijack, as in April 2010 allegation against China
Telecom, but late revoked by US Congress’ investigation
committee. False alarm must be avoided through the inclusion of self-reported infrastructure ontology item to label
out true attack.

V Conclusion
Auto-taxonomy is a long sought-after in ontology development. The constant influx of
trillions of data around the
World in 7x24 manner demands a self-organized security and attack information schema to predict any
new attack targets or
In the cyber defense world,
every second shall have
trillions of various attacks,
from pure location scanning
to attempt traffic suspension
to the illegitimate computer
access to the extraction of
sensitive data. A standard,
pre-planned taxonomy for
information classification
sounds impossible, as human effort cannot cater for
the speed expected and volume encountered.
Methontology is a holistic
framework to develop an
ontology cycle such that
there is an interim aggregation with data clustering to
either extend a particular
taxonomy, or to discourage it. Cross summary checking is
executed against real life output to validate all auto adjust-
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ment logic.

change.

The scary cut-over of IPv6 in March 2011 may not be able
to deliver the original peaceful promise to reduce cyber
crime, as security features turned ON natively. Cyber
criminals can still find legacy Microsoft windows workstations in developing countries, like Iran, and India, to embed
their secret weapon months before attack. This time bombs
could be a kid toy for trading on black market, as there is
Do-It-Yourself services offered by cyber criminals.

Global village is moving from a single site with cables and
computer hardware to split deployment of cables, hardware, software across time zone and location in order to
arbitrage on a gold paradigm, “Competitive Advantage”,
which is a basis for the emerging cloud computing.

Daniel Eng ■

Meth ontology paves solid cornerstone to international
community connected in cloud of cables and servers so as
to continuously expand, extend and restructure the cyber
security ontology map for information gathering and ex-
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筆

者上一編文章，介紹了一個叫做 XRDP 的開放源碼軟件，把它安裝在一台裝設有 X-Windows 環境
的 Linux 伺服器上時，可以變成一台 Linux Terminal Server，可供用戶透過 Remote Desktop 連接，

變成一個安全的上網環境。現在筆者便帶讀者來實作這個 Linux Terminal Server。

XRDP 可以安裝在不同的 Linux 環境。 筆者經過多方嘗
試，認為安裝在 Ubuntu 的 XFCE 桌面環境是最理想的。
讀者可到 http://www.xubuntu.org 下載 Xubuntu 的安裝
光碟來安裝。筆者在本文所使用的版本是 xubuntu 10.4。
因為編幅關係，筆者由一個剛安裝好的 xubuntu 環境講
起。 筆者選用英文介面安裝，時區是香港，網絡已經設
定好，可以連上互聯網下載其他安裝 XRDP 時用到的軟
件程式。

因為這台 Linux 是供用戶上網用的，所以先從選單中找
到 Language 的設定，安裝繁簡體中文的支援。
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安裝好中文支援後，我們嘗試使用 Firefox 瀏覽一些中文
網頁，這時 Firefox 會提示安裝一些須要使用的 Plugin。
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安裝後系統會自動啟動了 XRDP 及 VNC Server。 這時
我們查看 netstat，可以看到 port 3350 (VNC Server) 及
port 3389 (Terminal Server) 正在聆聽中。

Plugin 安裝好了，現在我們已經預備好一個可以供用戶
使用的桌面環境。
接下來我們便開始安裝 XRDP。我們從介面選單上打開
一個 Terminal，輸入：

我們可以找一台 Windows XP，執行 Remote Desktop，嘗
試連上 Linux Terminal Server。筆者的 Linux Server 位址

sudo apt-get install xrdp

是 192.168.186.136，連接時情況如下.

這時，系統會自動找尋其他須要安裝的軟件 (留意其中
包括了 VNC Server)，並且作出提示是否確定安裝。我們
當然去啦!!

成功了!! Module 中有幾個選項，我們選 Sesman-Xvnc，
輸入已經設定於 Linux 上的用戶名稱及密碼，便可以登
入。
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會使用較多網絡頻寛，畫面更新也很慢。
這時我們已經可以從 Windows XP 遙控這台 Terminal

Module 選項中有一個叫做 Sesman-X11rdp 的選項，使用

Server，可以查看選單，可以上網。 如下圖。

它，能夠讓 Remote Desktop 使用 RDP 協定直接與 Linux
上的 X-Windows 對話，能效遠勝 Sesman-Xvnc。
但當我們從 Module 選 Sesman-X11rdp 連線時，郤出現
以下的情況：

到目前為止，Linux Terminal Server 的功能已經啟動了，
可以用作上網了。 但是有一個問題。 用戶會發覺 Terminal Server 的效能並不怎麼好，畫面更新好像有點慢。
原來我們現在所使用的 Module 選項 Sesman-Xvnc 所使
用的遙控功能，是由 Linux 主機上的 VNC Server 所提
供。VNC 的功能並不先進，畫面是以 Bitmap 形式更新，
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原來系統中還缺少了 X-Windows 的 Library。 真不明白
為什麼 XRDP 的作者不把 X-Windows 的 Library 附帶在
XRDP 的軟件中。
好!! 我們只好自己去找。
讀者可以到 XRDP 作者提供的網站處下載：
http://server1.xrdp.org/xrdp/X11rdp-prebuild/
xorg71/ubuntu-9.10-x86/
這裡讀者會看到一個 54MB 的軟件包。 沒辦法，整個抓
再次遙控 Linux Server 使用 Firefox 瀏覽網頁時，將發覺

下來吧!!

效能十分高，和枱頭電腦直接瀏覽時分別不大。 見下
圖。

以下是兩個重要的步驟.：
1. 我們把找下來的軟件包打開，找出其中一個叫 X11rdp
的檔案，把它複製到 Linux Server 中的 /usr/bin 目錄. 留
意檔案必須保留可執行的檔案屬性。
2. 另外，我們在檔案系統中建立一個 Soft Link ：
sudo ln –s /usr/share/fonts/X11
opt/X11rdp/lib/X11/fonts

/

最後，我們進入 /etc/xrdp 目錄中檢查設定檔：

如果檔案系統中沒有 /opt 及其他子目錄，請人手產生。
完成這兩個步驟後，我們可以再嘗試使用 Module 選項
Sesman-X11rdp。
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我們首先修改 sesman.ini 中的 MaxSessions，視乎同時使

13

以見到新的選項。

用的用戶人數及主機記憶量，這裡可以修改成 30，40 或
甚至 50。 每用戶所使用的記憶量 (連暫存記憶 Swap
Memory) 大概 300~400MB 左右。 一台 8GB 記憶體的
Linux Server，加上 Swap Memory 後便可以讓 50 個用戶
同時上網了。

總結
到這一刻， 這台 Linux Terminal Server 已經為用戶提供
遠程登入及安全上網的功能， 但其實這只是一個起步
點。系統管理員還可以為用戶提供更多有用的功能，以
下是一些例子：
●

讓用戶在 Terminal Server 上收發電郵，減低 Windows
上接收電郵而感染到病毒或木馬的機會 (Linux 上的

接著，我們再修改 xrdp.ini ：

Thunderbird 是一個很不錯的電郵軟件)
●

在 Terminal Server 裝設好中文輸入法，讓用戶搜尋網
頁時可以輸入中文字

●

在 Terminal Server 裝設好列印機驅動程式，讓用戶可
以列印網頁

●

在 Terminal Server 裝設好 FTP Server 或 Samba

●

在 Terminal Server 上裝設 MRTG，監控用戶上網流量

Server，讓用戶可以和 Terminal Server 上下傳檔案
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方案。
修改後，我們保留使用原先的 Sesman-X11rdp 及 Sesman
-Xvnc 選項，把它們換過清楚些的名稱. 換著把 xrdp 的
服務重啟，便可以使用. 以 Remote Desktop 登入時便可
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Mitigating the risks of unauthorized
IPv6 tunnels in a corporate network
Warren Kwok CISSP
Program Committee

B

elieve it or not! IPv6 traffic exists in a corporate network even there is no IPv6 servers or IPv6 connections. This is mainly due to Window 7 hosts and Windows 2008 servers having Teredo and 6to4 tunnels
automatically activated. On the other hand, technical savvy users might try tunnel broker service for setting up a
configured tunnel to access the IPv6 Internet. These tunnels might become security risks if corporate firewalls
do not have the capability to inspect tunnelled IPv6 traffic. This article discusses the nature of Teredo, 6to4 and
tunnel broker services and the methods to disable such unauthorized IPv6 tunnels in a corporate network environment.

Tunnel Broker Service
Tunnel broker is a service which encapsulates IPv6 traffic
in IPv4 packets and the tunnel broker has a gateway to
connect to the IPv6 Internet. By far, gogoCLIENT is the
most popular tunnel broker client which comes with a userfriendly interface. Figure 1 illustrates the gogoCLIENT

interface in which the IPv6 addresses of the client and gateway are shown.
Some tunnel brokers require users to create proper accounts instead of anonymous login. This has the advantage
of assigning the same static IPv6 address to the account
holder upon login. The static IPv6 IP address is useful for
setting set up IPv6 web servers, name servers and mail
servers for test and can enrich the experiences of IT people
in IPv6 server configurations.
However, in a corporate LAN, the use of unauthorized
IPv6 tunnels is a violation of a company’s security policy.
Tunnel broker programs such as gogoCLIENT must adhere
to the specification of Tunnel Setup Protocol (TSP) and the
port used to convey encapsulated IPv6 traffic is UDP 3653.
By banning UDP Port 3653 in a firewall, unauthorized
IPv6 tunnels through tunnel broker service are prohibited.

Windows Teredo Tunnel
Windows 7 and Windows 2008 are bundled with an IPv6
encapsulation service called Teredo, which is enabled by
default. Teredo is designed for tunneling IPv6 traffic via
an IPv4 NAT router. It will automatically find a Teredo
Server and the Teredo Server will assign an IPv6 address
and the Teredo relay to the Teredo interface for routing
IPv6 traffic. Figure 2 shows the configuration of Teredo
service and Figure 3 shows a typical Teredo interface in
Windows.
Figure 1 : gogoCLIENT IPv6 Tunnel Interface
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Windows 6to4 Tunnel

Figure 2 : System Configuration of Teredo Serviceace

When a Windows 7 host or Windows 2008 server is assigned with a routable public IPv4 address, the 6to4 interface will automatically has an IPv6 address in the range of
2002::/16 derived from the IPv4 address. Making use of
the IPv4 address, the interface will attempt to find a nearest
6to4 relay in the IPv4 Internet via the anycast address
192.88.99.1 to form a 6to4 tunnel for connecting to the
IPv6 Internet. The block diagram of 6to4 service is shown
in Figure 4 and Figure 5 gives a typical 6to4 interface in
Windows.

Figure 4 : Block Diagram of 6to4 Service

Figure 3 : Teredo Interface in Windows

If a website is reachable by both IPv4 and IPv6, Windows
will select IPv4 but discard Teredo as the latter is less reliable. However, Teredo can reach IPv6 only websites such
as ipv6.google.com and www.v6.facebook.com.
Teredo traffic is tunneled to the IPv6 Internet using an IPv4
header and UDP port 3544. To disable Teredo tunnels, one
can just simply ban UDP port 3544 in a firewall.
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Figure 5 : 6to4 Interface in Windows
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In order to stop 6to4 tunnels, some IT people have suggested banning access to the IPv4 address 192.88.99.1 in a
firewall. This is not a satisfactory solution as 6to4 relays
can use any IPv4 addresses. Using a packet sniffer, one
can easily notice 6to4 tunnels embed an IPv6 packet in the
payload portion of an IPv4 packet with protocol type 41.
The ideal solution to stop 6to4 tunnels is to ban entirely
protocol type 41 in a firewall.
Similar to Teredo, if a website is both reachable by IPv4
and IPv6, IPv4 will be selected and 6to4 will be abandoned. Nonetheless, 6to4 tunnels are ideal interim solution
for making connections to IPv6 only websites.

Reference :
1. RFC 4380 - Teredo: Tunneling IPv6 over UDP
through Network Address Translations (NATs)
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc4380.txt

2. RFC 3068 - An Anycast Prefix for 6to4 Relay Routers
http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc3068.html

3. gogoCLIENT

Alternative Solutions for
Teredo and 6to4 Tunnels

banning

Other than the firewall approach, an alternative solution to
ban Teredo and 6to4 tunnels is to disable Teredo and 6to4
interfaces in individual hosts. Equally, one can consider
removing these network components through Windows
registry. However, the workload involved might not be
manageable in case of a large corporate network with hundreds of hosts.

http://gogoware.gogo6.com/4105/description.asp?
product_id=179

4. Microsoft Internet Protocol Version 6
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/network/bb5309611
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The methods of disabling various types of IPv6 tunnels
described in this article have been vigorously tested in a
large corporate network environment with successful results. Personally, I do not consider 6to4, Teredo and TSP
tunnels as evil channels with high risk simply because they
can escape firewall inspection. When used with care and
permission, they are useful for IT administrators to learn
and practise IPv6 especially when their service providers
can not provide any native IPv6 connection.
The Internet cannot be converted to IPv6 overnight. Thus,
IPv6 tunnels are still essential for end users with IPv4 only
to reach the IPv6 Internet.
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Is Security of Mobile Banking Ready?
SC Leung CISSP

CISA CBCP

PISA

Program Committee

S

martphone is now an essential communication tool for city life. Besides making phone call, it is used in many
other wonderful ways. It can be a barcode reader, a camera, a social network client, an email client, a navigation
system, a contactless wallet, etc., depending on our imagination. Believe or not, these features may be used in
more serious purpose like financial transactions. Banks and online shops start to push out their apps for transaction. But how
ready is mobile security for it?

Some Pioneers of Mobile Commerce
Some predicted that the year 2011 will be a critical year for
mobile commerce to take off.[1] In fact, we have already
got some successful pioneers in business sector. In 2010,
eBay had nearly $2B merchandise transactions took place
via mobile, out of the total of $53B. eBay’s app not only
lets customers buy and sell items on eBay, it also makes
use of the smartphone camera to scan bar code of physical
items to map the eBay inventory to find out the prices on
eBay. The customers can make use of the information to
decide if eBay can give them a better deal.[2]
PayPal has also
got innovation on
mobile commerce.
Her mobile app
has the ability to
bump phones to
transfer
money
(Figure 1) , to
deposit a cheque
by taking photos
of two sides of the
cheque on the
Figure 1 Bump phone
smartphone
(Figure 2). In fact,
JP Morgan Chase
Bank has been using mobile phone to deposit cheque via
photo, and transfer money via email address.[3] Of course,
I do not recommend using photography to replace physical
cheque deposit. This will open a gate to forgery.
PayPal’s another service, Express Checkout, streamlines
the process of online shopping websites by providing a
same interface to integrate the convenient shopping and
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Figure 2 Cheque deposit via photo.
(source: http://money-watch.co.uk)

safe payment service. The mobile transaction of PayPal was
141 million USD in 2009 and it was skyrocketed five times
in 2010.[4]

Mobile Banking: re-engineering of
two-factor authentication required
Mobile phone has a role in online banking security. In
Hong Kong and places where the monetary regulatory authority mandates two factor authentications in higher risk
transactions, one time password (OTP) via mobile short
message system (SMS) is used by some banks as the second
factor of authentication. It was perceived as an alternate
communication channel for secret for computer based
online transaction. Things change when online banking
goes to mobile. The banking customer enters the username,
PIN and OTP on the mobile phone browser or mobile app.
If the OTP is received from the SMS, all credentials are
essentially received and delivered in a single channel. If a
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malware sits in a mobile phone it can intercept and take
control of everything there.
The Paypal Express Checkout service explicitly bans the
use of SMS security keys (soft
tokens) as mobile SMS security
keys for mobile PayPal login.
PayPal advises buyers to use
hardware tokens for OTP.[5] It
is expected that the Hong Kong
Monetary Authority might adopt
similar policy to mobile banking.
We have not seen a black and
white circular being issued, but
from the exchange of information with some information security professionals in the banks,
they disclosed that they are questioned by the authority how they
could improve their current SMS OTP strategy when mobile app is to be deployed.

Trust of mobile apps spoiled by pirated apps
In PC environment, PKI provides the security and trust
foundation for e-commerce. This is not fully available in
mobile world. iPhone Apps and Android Apps use self
signed digital certificate. That is, their certificates are not
verified and signed by a trusted CA. The chain of trust
“loses the root” of trust. Any mobile app build can create
their own certificate for signing mobile apps. User cannot
validate if the signing certificate is issued by the bank
which claims to develop the mobile app.
So the App Store is strictly speaking loaded with unauthenticated apps. If a user install a fake app, a mobile malware
might be installed to collect user credential, sensitive document, personal email/SMS messages; to send out message
on behalf of owner; to provide targeted surveillance of
owner’s location and behaviour; to use premium SMS or
voice services; or to subvert online financial transactions.
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Google Android Market provides much freedom to developers to put up their apps. There are a lot of good apps but
also mixed with low quality software, or even malware.
An easy security attack is the package a malware with a
normal app and put back to the
store. Since 2010, pirated mobile
apps packaged with malware
were found in the Market. Android had to execute the “Kill
Switch” at least two times to
remove malicious software from
all infected smartphones.[6]
For Apple & Blackberry apps,
there is a review process for
every app to be put on their store.
Apple and Blackberry requires
app developers to purchase license keys. Apple and Blackberry certifies apps download from Apple App Store and
Blackberry App World by associating the app with the
license key. They have theoretically more controls. However, a “walled garden” approach is not foolproof. With a
pressure to review hundreds of apps each day, there is always possibility that malicious app gone through inspection.
Some institutions, like Bank of America provides links to
approved downloadable apps from their bank’s website,
rather than relying on the app stores. The trust is inherited
from the website which uses SSL certificates signed by a
trusted CA.

Figure 3 Screenshots of some mobile security suites
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Mobile infrastructure security: is it
ready now?
I do not need to reiterate how rooting in iPhone and Android can help to break the phone security. You can refer to
Alan Tam’s good article on security issue with Jailbreak of
iPhone in the previous Journal issue.[7] I just like to add
that even with unbroken phones, security is still not bullet
proof. Most smartphone OSes use generic sandboxing techniques for privilege control — a mobile app cannot access
the file and memory storage area of another app. This is a
good model, but it can
still be bypass if the
owner of the phone opt
to override. It is not
difficult to use social
engineering techniques
to lure a user to grant
an app escalated privileges. Some malware
spoofed itself as security software and requested user to grant
permission to enable it
scanning or examining
files and services on the
phone. People tend to
give away permissions
when being asked.
With such high download and install activity, there is a need
for security tools to ensure the defense at the background. FSecure has been in the mobile security market for some
time. In 2010, we have seen many other vendors entering the
market (to name, AVG, ESET, Kaspersky, Lookout,
McAfee, Sophos, Trend, WaveSecure, Webroot…) On one
hand, the security threat and popularization of smartphones
generated needs. On the other hand, more affordable and
powerful hardware allows mobile phones to run more complex security package. A remark on this is that better hardware also allow malware to take advantage, e.g. running a
malicious service at the background unnoticed.[8] Mobile
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security suites can help detecting and removing malware, encrypting vital data stored on mobile devices and
transit in communication. They may also provide smartphone specific functions like blocking spam incoming calls,
filtering SMS, backing up address book and configurations
on phone and protecting against missing device. Another
new area is enterprise management solution for smartphone
when compared with the PC counterpart. This is also
a business opportunity. RIM announced the plan to provide enterprise management solution for mobile devices
which include non-BlackBerry mobile devices. I expect mobile security solutions be more developed and mature in this year.[9]

Man-in-theMobile
(Mitmo)
I have touched the
several facets of mobile security. The current balance of power
favours the attackers
and they have not spare
the chance to take
advantage. The hackers have successfully
ported the high technology attacks they
developed in PC to mobile devices.
The Zeus botnet is an active malware targeting stealing
credentials and interrupting financial transactions. It is
capable of launching man-in-the-middle attack on an infected PC to intercept credentials authentication process.
In September 2010 the Zeus gang had ported Zeus to Symbian and Blackberry platforms. The Trojan was called Zeus
MitmO. Non-jailbreak Apple phones were not vulnerable
because Apple only allows apps download via iTune store.
The attacker sends a user an SMS with a link to lure the user
to install the malware using social engineering techniques.
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The malware disguised as a digital certificate The mobile
Zeus Mitmo sniffs incoming SMS messages and install a
backdoor to receive commands via SMS channel too. The
Zeus Mitmo’s forwarded the authentication code to another
device. This code, combined with user’s other credentials
(obtained through a computer infected by ZeuS/Zbot) are
then used to perform illegitimate bank transactions.

Conclusion
The lack of a trust mechanism, immature mobile security
technology and the unbalanced power of the attackers now
hinders the development of mobile e-commerce. The safe
mobile banking has the soil to breed only when the above
mentioned issues are addressed. IT is still a long way to go
but 2011 is surely a take off time.
SC Leung ■
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Secure Software Development
Life Cycle
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S

oftware security is about assurance and confidence that the software will, first, function as it is expected to and, second, be robust enough to handle any threats that can thwart its expected operations.
When software cannot consistently guarantee this confidence, attacks on the network, hosts and applications that spur from vulnerabilities in the software are inevitable. Since there can be many different ways to
trigger the security vulnerabilities, so what’s really needed is to protect against the threats posed by it. The software within our organizations and homes must be reliable and resilient to attack. What’s really needed, in other
words, is trusted software. This article describes about how to incorporate security into software development
life cycle.

1. Introduction
Good Security is about managing risks, but not eliminating
them. Good Security is an investment……

Nowadays, hackers are attacking at the application level,
and it is not enough to just build a robust system. Security
has to be ensured throughout the entire Software Development Life Cycle.

2. Requirement, Functional and Design phase
In the Requirement phase, apart from the functional requirements as in normal software development life cycle, the
security requirements are to be added and put into consideration. Those security requirements can come from business, regulatory, legal or contract. The architecture and
design should be reviewed from security point of view. Risk
analysis, e.g., threat modeling, should be used in these
phases to identity the corresponding threats and risks.

According to some researches, it is 30-100 times more expensive to retrofit the software after it has been released.
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3. Test Plans
As normal software development life cycle, security test
plans should be prepared based on the documented security
requirements of the software, in addition to the design documents, the rating of the business impact analysis. Based on
risks, the corresponding security tests should be identified.
The network exposure should also be considered in this
stage for the necessary security tests to be conducted.

4. Coding
In the coding phase, the developers should follow the defined secure coding standards on data validation, error handling, authentication, authorisation, auditing, logging and
cryptography. The corresponding secure coding trainings
should also be provided to the developers.

At the same time, automated code review should be used to
locate any security vulnerabilities – e.g., SQL Injection,
Cross Site Scripting, Buffer Overflows...etc. Both the white
box analysis tool and black box analysis tool should be
used.
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5. Tests and Test Results

6. Conclusion

Based on the nature of the source, if it provides some web
services, black box security scanner for web application
and web services should be used. Development teams and
Quality Assurance teams should own their own tools for
the scanning, in addition, information security team can
conduct some audit by conducting some ad-hoc snapshot
reviews.

We need to have all the stakeholders within the software
development life cycle to know about security.
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Event
Snapshot
We Contribute. We Achieve.

PISA Café --

攝影看世界 (04-Mar-2011)
雲峰先生(無界限創作協會
(www.ucahk.org) 名譽顧)
專業攝影雜誌分享心得。

Our Founding Chairperson S.C. Leung presented a
token of appreciated to our Guest Speaker.

Seminar: Mobile Fraud (18-Jan-2011)

Jim Shek discussed his experiences in dealing with mobile frauds.
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Snapshot
We Share. We Progress.

Seminar: How the Big Crook was arrested and charged? (14-Dec-2010)

Mr. Michael Kwan shared with us first hand experience in seizure and prosecution of the defendant in the world's pioneer BT case - The Big Crook (古惑天皇)
Michael Kwan received a token from
Mr. Andy Ho, our Chair.

War Sailing (20-Nov-2010)

PISA, WTIA, AiTLE and eZone organized the a security
awareness activity for students. The youngsters came with
their Wifi gadgets , taking out their first study on Wifi
security. They were instructed how to conduct the study in
an ethical way.
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War Tramming (05-Dec-2010)

PISA, WTIA and eZone conducted the annual war
driving on tram as a tracking survey on Wifi security.
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Benefit from the immediate access
to professional recognition by
using post-nominal designation

Membership Requirements

membership@pisa.org.hk

Membership

Membership
Type

Annual
Fee (HK$)

Full

500

Associate

300

Affiliate

300

Student

100

Application Form:
http://www.pisa.org.hk/
membership/member.htm

Code of Ethics:
http://www.pisa.org.hk/
ethics/ethics.htm
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Qualifications

Requirements
Relevant Experience

Recognized Degree in Computing
discipline, OR other appropriate
educational / professional qual.
Tertiary Education
Interested in furthering any of the
objects of the society
Full-time student over 18 years old

3 years Info-Sec working
experience
Info-Sec related experience
Nil
Nil

Relevant computing experience (post-qualifications) will be counted, and the recognition of professional
examinations / membership is subject to the review of the Membership Committee.
All members must commit to the Code of Ethics of the Association, pay the required fees and abide by
the Constitution and Bylaws of the Association
An Organization for Information Security Professionals

